Abstract
Introduction
The partial real line is the continuous domain of compact real intervals ordered by reverse inclusion [20] . The idea is that singleton intervals represent total real numbers, and that the remaining intervals represent (properly) partial real numbers. This is justified by the fact that the singleton map 2 +-+ { . } is a topological embedding of the Euclidean real line into the partial real line endowed with its Scott topology. Moreover, the Lawson topology on the partial real line coincides with the Hausdorff topology considered in interval analysis [15] , as it is shown in [9] .
The partial real line has been used to model exact real number computation in the framework of the programming language Real PCF [6, 81, including computation of integrals [3] .
We introduce induction principles and recursion The induction principles and recursion schemes discussed in this paper resemble the so-called Peano axioms for natural numbers, and they abstractly characterize the partial unit interval up to isomorphism, without reference to real numbers or intervals. Essentially, we replace zero and the successor function by the linear maps c w 2/2 and z H (c + 1)/2, which play the r61e of partial real number constructors. This is related to binary expansions.
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Preliminary ideas on recursion and induction on the real line appeared in [5] , which considers uniform spaces. Our axioms are formulated in the ambient category ofcontinuous Scott domains [I] .
In domain theory one usually derives induction principles and recursion schemes from canonical solutions of domain equations [14, 24, 181 . Since the partial real line is not algebraic, it is not the canonical solution of any domain equation involving usual functors.
We establish new results about the notion of inductive retraction introduced in [8] , which generalizes canonical solutions of domain equations by means of ideas similar to those of Freyd [ll, 121. In particular, we introduce the notion of a biquotient of a bifree algebra, and we show that the inductive retiactions are the biquotients of the bifree algebras.
An interesting observation is that the Peano-like axioms discussed above consider only induction and recursion, but the inductive retraction induced by them gives rise to coinduction and corecursion.
The techniques discussed here in a more general setting were also applied in conjunction with the technique introduced in [26] 
Peano-like axioms for the partial unit interval
Full proofs of the result of this section can be found
That is, consL and consR are the unique increasing affine maps such that
where L = [0,1/2] and R = [1/2, I].
In this section we consider consL and consR as paxtial real number "constructors", in a similar fashion as zero and successor are considered as natural number constructors. An important difference is that the natural numbers together with zero and successor form a free algebra, whereas Z together with consL and cons,e will form a kind of quotient of a free algebra with respect to some equations. The main such equation is
Another important difference is that natural numbeis are constructed from zero by finitely many applicabtions of the successor function, whereas the elements of Z are constructed "from nothing" by infinitely many applications of consL and consR. For example, every total x E Z can be constructed as for some sequence ai E {L, R} corresponding to a binary expansion of z. Partial real numbers are constructed by iterating consL and consa in a more elaborate way, as it is shown in t5.2.
The predecessor function, undefined or arbitrarily defined at zero, is a left inverse of the successor function. Similarly, consa has a left inverse tail, defined by tailL(z) = min(28, I),
The fact that every number is either zero or asuccessor can be expressed by the equation 
then consL(tailL(z)) else consR(tailR(x)).
Given a set X, an element x E X and a function g : M 4 X , there is a unique function f : M -+ X such that f(0) = z and f(n+l) = g(n). A similarfact holds for Z equipped with const and consR, but we have to take into account the equation consL(1) = consR(0). We can define functions on natural numbers by iteration. If X is a set, c is an element of X and g : X . -+ X is a function, then there is a unique function f : M 3
Xsuchthat f ( O ) = z a n d f ( n + l ) = g ( f ( n ) ) . Asimilar fact holds for the partial unit interval equipped with consL and consL. We first need a lemma: 
Then the following statements hold: f is the least solution i $ f(0) = fix gL, f(1) = fix gL, and f(l) = fix (gL gR).
In particular, if gL, gR, and gL n gR have unique fixed points then f is the unique solution. Finally, the set of natural numbers is uniquely specified, up to isomorphism, by the so called Peano axioms, which are essentially the properties that we informally considered above for the sake of motivation. This idea is made formal in e.g. Stoll [25] , where unary systems are used as a tool (a unary system is a set X together with an element x E X and a function s : X + X ) .
In the following definition, the domain D generallizes the partial unit interval and the maps UL and U,R generalize the constructor maps consL and consR respectively. We also impose the technical condition fix (UL I1 UR) = I, which ensures that homomorphisms defined below, as Lemma 3.5 suggests, make binary systems into a category under ordinary function composition. 
Definition 3.6 A binary s y s t e m is a domain
i f z 5 1 a n d y g 0 . 0
Binary systems were introduced and investigated in the context of uniform spaces in the extended abstract [5] . Lemma 3.5 can be formulated as Theorem 3.7 (Z, consL, consR) is an initial object in the category of binary systems.
Compare the following lemma to Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, where c,, c,, h, t , , tR play the r61e of consl,, consR, head, tailL, and tailR respectively: cL(tL(t) ) else c R ( t R ( x ) ) . 
It satisfies the dyadic induction principle.
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The following theorem axiomatically characterizes the binary system (Z, consL, consR) up to isomorphism, without explicit reference to real numbers or intervals.
Theorem 3.12 A binary system is inductive i f f it is initial. In particular, any two inductive binary systems are isomorphic.
Bifree algebras generalized
In this section we introduce a new technique for defining structural recursion schemes based on the theory of domain equations. The basic idea is to consider not a distinguished domain D such that D E FD, but instead a domain D such that D is a retract of FD in a special way. We refer to such a domain D as an F-inductive retract. It turns out that Finductive retracts generalize special F-invariant objects in the sense of Freyd [ll, 121. We therefore could have adopted the (rather long) terminology special semi-invariant object.
Inductive retractions 4.2. Structural recursion
In the remaining of this section X is any category We first recall a concept due to F'reyd [12]:
and F is an endofunctor of X. 
If hosor = h then this holds in particular for f = hos.
Roughly, condition (I) means that h respects the congruence on C induced by the idempotent e = s o r , and that f is the restriction of h to X via s. Dually, condition (2) means that the image of k is contained in image of e and that g is the corestriction of k. to X via r.
(2): Dual to (1). By local continuity of F,
Hence U, id, = idx by inductivity. Since f is strict, we have that fo = f o ido. Assuming that fn = f 0 idn we deduce that
Hence fn = f o idn for every n. Therefore 
Biquotients of bifree algebras
We have seen that any F-inductive retraction p : X S FX : CY appears as a retract of the bifree F-algebra i : FC + C via r : i + CY and s : p -+ i'-l with r o s = idx. We now characterize for a bifree algebra i : FC -+ C the idempotents e : C + C which admit a splitting e = s o T of the kind just described.
Recall that any idempotent in SDom splits through its image [l] . But notice that we are still working in an arbitrary category X. 
From this we get immediately that e o i o F e o i -' o e = e o i o i -' o e = e o e = e .
For the other implication of condition (iii), let The proposed reconstruction of a and , B from r and s can be seen as follows:
and hence that 
Structural recursion on the partial unit interval
In order to obtain an inductive retraction for the partial unit interval, we put the real number constructors (resp. destructors) together. Define T : SDom + SDom by Proof alent to the equation
then consL( f(tailL(z))) else cons,(f(tail,(z))).
By Lemma 3.1, f = id is a solution. But consL and cons, and consR fl consL have unique fixed-points. Therefore f = id is the unique solution by virtue of Lemma 3.4. 0
Binary T-algebras
We now relate the algebra cons : TI + Z to the binary system (1, consL, cons,).
Definition 5.2 A binary T-algebra is a T-algebra a : TD + D of the form 
Compare the following proposition to Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5:
Proposition 5.4 If there is a homomorphism from cons to a binary T-algebra a : TD + D then it is the least continuous map f : Z -+ D such that which is equivalent to the above equation. 
Coinduction
Dana Scott suggested that we should also consider a characterization of the partial unit interval via "COPeano axioms" based on coinduction and coiteration. Although we don't have such a characterization yet, we have a coinduction principle related to the ideas of Smyth compl(x) = pif head(z) then consR(compl(tai1L (x))) else consL(compl(tailR(x))). It is straightforward to show that there exists an effective presentation of the partial real line which makes the primitive constructors and destructors computable; for example, any standard enumeration of the rational basis gives such an effective presentation. Let's fix any such effective presentation and call it the standard effective presentation. One then may wonder if a cleverer choice of an effective presentation would change the induced set of computable elements and functions, and this is indeed the case in general [13]. We show in Section 6.1 below that this is not the case in our application. Notice that this is the notion of equivalence of objects in concrete categories discussed in [2], specialized to the category of effectively given domains and computable maps considered as concrete over the category of domains and continuous functions, via the forgetful functor which forgets effective presentations. Proof Let b' and 6" be two such effective presentations, and let Z' and Z" denote Z endowed with 8 ' and b". By Corollary 4.6, idz : Z -+ Z is the unique algebra homomorphism cons -+ cons, and by Proposition 4.7, idz is the least fixed point of functional
By hypothesis, cons is computable both as as map (1') TZ' -+ Z' and as a map (1") TZ" -+ Z", and destr is computable both as a map (2') Z' -+ TZ' and as a map (2'') TZ" -+ Z". By (1") and (2') we conclude that F is computable as a map [Z' -+ Z"] -+ [Z' -+ Z"], which shows that idr is computable aa a map Z' -+ Z". Similarly, by (1') and (2") we conclude that it is also 0 computable as a map Z" -+ Z', 
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Take a universal domain U of PCF, for example [N -+ B] (see [17) . shown that the existential quantifier is not needed to obtain the definability result at first-order types.
Conclusions
We have studied a notion of the most well-behaved quotients of bifree algebras, namely the so-called biquotients. We have applied this notion exclusively to the study of the partial real line and its recursion and induction principles.
It might be worthwhile to look at other applications of this notion. Typically one would like to have a characterisation of those equational theories E over a signature C such that the quotient of T,(C) by t' is a biquotient.
This might be interesting especially for the case of stream domains extending the work on partially commutative monoids in trace theory towards infinite behaviours.
